
Religion and Worldviews at Dolton…Pupil Voice
● “It is important we learn RE and what different people believe so that we 

can respect them and get to know them better. If you went to their house 
you would know their culture better and be able to understand each other.”

● “RE and worldviews teaches us that we belong in different ways”
● RE teaches us about Christians, Jews, Hindus and lots of other religions and 

it teaches us to respect each other
● “We need to know more about everyone in our big world!”

In Tigers Class our Key Stage One our learning in RE centres 
around the question:  What do Christians believe God is 
like?

We have been using the parable of the Lost Son to explore 
how Jesus told stories with deep meanings to try and help 
people understand complicated ideas. We thought about 
how Christians believe that God is like the father in the story, 
welcoming his son back and forgiving him even though he 
went away and made some bad choices!

We will continue to be curious and ask questions, think 
deeply and show respect for our different ideas. 

In Little Otters and Tigers EY we have been exploring where we 

belong and what makes us special. We have thought about the 

things we are amazing at. In Tigers we have thought about what 

the Bible tells Christians about knowing everything about them! 

We will be learning about how babies are welcomed into 

different families and exploring baptism.
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In Lions Class our Key Stage Two children in Year 3/4 are 

focusing on the big question: How do festivals and worship 

show what matters to Muslims?

In Year 5/6 children have been exploring the question: 

What does it mean to be  Muslim in Britain today?

Children in Lions have been exploring the 
5 pillars of Islam and delving deeper into 
Muslim’s core beliefs and how this 
influences their daily lives. We are also 
continuing to use our reading and 
research skills as well as retrieve 
knowledge from previous learning.


